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AP-1200
Single-Ply Rinseable Primer

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
ARMOUR PROOF AP-1200 is a low viscosity, water-based rinseable cleaner. It is designed to chemically alter the surface of new
and weathered single-ply membranes by breaking down the chemical bond of the inorganics on the surface and increasing the
adhesion of the Armour Proof Coatings to the substrate.

TECHNICAL DATA
SOLUBILITY IN WATER:
PH:
VOC CONTENT:
SHELF LIFE:
SET TIME TO RINSE:
COLOR:
PACKAGING:

100% Soluble
11
0 lb/gal (0 g/l)
12 months @ 40° -90° F
10-15 minutes
Pinkish
3.5 & 5-Gallon Pail

SURFACE PREPARATION AND APPLICATION
Remove all visible dirt and debris by broom or air blower prior to application. Apply AP-1200 with a 2-3 gallon pressure sprayer at a
rate of 300-400 square feet per gallon. Allow the material to stand for 15-20 minutes to wet out and react with the surface. Highpressure rinse the surface with a minimum of 2,000 psi washer, keeping the tip within 12” of the surface. Use a squeegee to push
the excess water towards the drains. After the roof is cleaned, the surface will be jet black in appearance. If it appears dull and
weathered, the process must be repeated. Surface must be dry before the coating application. EPDM Substrate must be coated
within 5 days of this application.
Refer to the Armour Proof Coatings Specification for detailed instructions on how to prepare the specific substrate.

LIMITATIONS AND PRECAUTIONS
Do not apply AP-1200 when ambient air and substrate temperatures fall below 50° F, or if inclement weather is forecasted. Do not
apply if ambient temperature will drop below 32° F or dew will settle before coating is allowed to dry. Do not store sealed containers
in prolonged sunlight. Wear rubber gloves and eye protection when working with AP-1200. PROTECT FROM FREEZING DURING
SHIPMENT AND STORAGE. Do not store material at temperatures below 45° F. It will freeze and become unusable at
temperatures below 32° F.

WARRANTY
This product will perform as claimed if directions are followed. Armour Proof Coatings cannot control conditions of application and
substrate, or methods used. This warranty is limited to replacement of the defective material used, and does not include labor or
labor costs.
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